The subthalamic nucleus (STN) is proposed to participate in pausing, or alternately, in dynamic scaling of 33 behavioral responses, roles that have conflicting implications for understanding STN function in the context of 34 deep brain stimulation (DBS) therapy. To examine the nature of event-related STN activity and subthalamic-35 cortical dynamics, we performed primary motor and somatosensory electrocorticography while subjects (n=10) 36 performed a grip force task during DBS implantation surgery. The results provide the first evidence from 37 humans that STN gamma activity can predict activity in the cortex both prior to and during movement, 38 consistent with the idea that the STN participates in both motor planning and execution. We observed that STN 39 activity appeared to facilitate movement: while both movement onset and termination both coincided with STN-40 cortical phase-locking, narrow-band gamma power was positively correlated with grip force, and event-related 41 causality measures demonstrated that STN gamma activity predicted cortical gamma activity during 42 movement. STN participation in somatosensory integration also was demonstrated by casual analysis.
3 Introduction MN), except for one subject, in which the STN LFPs were recorded from a ring contact located 3 mm superior 120 to the tip of the 3 microelectrodes used for microelectrode recordings, sampled at 1375 Hz. A referential 121 montage was used with the reference electrode placed in the scalp and a ground electrode placed in the skin 122 overlying the acromion process. Anti-parkinsonian medications were held for at least 12 hours prior to 123 intraoperative testing. LFP data from the lead was obtained after clinical stimulation testing was completed.
124
Subjects were fully awake, without administration of anesthetic agents for at least one hour prior to task 125 performance. No medication was given during task performance. Seven subjects underwent unilateral 126 recordings from the left side during task performance, and three subjects performed the task on both side.
127
ECoG and STN signals were filtered (0.3Hz -7.5kHZ), amplified and digitized at 30 kHz using a Grapevine 128 neural interface processor (Ripple Inc., Salt Lake City, UT).
130
The task paradigm was implemented using Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997 ) on a portable computer.
131
Force signals from the handgrips and triggers marking the presentation of visual cues were digitally recorded 132 simultaneously with the ECoG signals. Movement onset was calculated offline by smoothing force signals (15 133 ms running average) and using a 50 N/s threshold to detect changes in the rate of force generation. The onset 134 of derived grip force data was used to segment ECoG data, and the triggers were used to isolate successful, 135 contralateral Go trials.
137 Electrode Localization

138
Temporarily implanted subdural electrode strips were localized using a method to align pre-operative MRI, 139 intraoperative fluoroscopy and post-operative CT (Randazzo et al., 2016) . Briefly, the CT and MRI were co-140 registered using mutual information in the SPM software package and rendered into 3-D skull and brain 141 surfaces using Osirix and Freesurfer software (Dale et al., 1999) , respectively. These surfaces and the 142 fluoroscopy image were then loaded into a custom Matlab user interface and aligned using common 143 landmarks: stereotactic frame pins, implanted depth electrodes, and skull outline. The parallax effect of the 144 fluoroscopic images was accounted for using the measured distance from the radiation source to the subject's 145 skull. Following surface-to-fluoroscopic image alignment, a 3-D location for each electrode was projected from 146 the fluoroscopic image onto the cortical surface. Based upon the cortical parcellation for each subject's 147 anatomy (Desikan et al., 2006) , each electrode was assigned to a cortical gyrus. Electrodes were then grouped 148 into anatomical Regions of Interest (ROIs).
150 Data Preprocessing
151
All electrophysiological data were preprocessed in MATLAB using custom scripts. First, DC offsets were 152 removed from each channel. Line noise at 60 Hz and its harmonics was removed using a notch filter (MATLAB 153 function idealfilter). Next, the data was low-pass filtered at 400 Hz using zero-phase finite impulse response 154 (FIR) filters custom designed in Matlab. The data was resampled to a sampling frequency of 1200 Hz in two 155 steps. Channels with extensive artifact from movement, powerline or environmental sources were visually 156 identified and removed from further analysis. To minimize noise and ensure recordings were comparable 157 across acquisition environments, LFP signals were re-referenced offline to a bipolar montage for the STN 158 channels, and to common average reference for the cortical ECoG channels. All trial epochs were visually 159 inspected for any residual artifact and trials with any contaminated segments were rejected.
161
Electrode Selection 162 Electrode contacts were selected for further analysis based on anatomical and functional considerations. First, 163 only the cortical electrodes localized to M1 (precentral gyrus) and S1 (postcentral gyrus) were included. Event-164 related potentials (ERPs) centered on movement onset were then used as an independent physiologic 165 measure to select electrode contacts for subsequent time-frequency analyses. Briefly, the mean voltage during 166 baseline was subtracted from the ERP and each time point was tested against zero using a t-test. Surrogate
167
ERPs were constructed from randomly sampled time points and tested the same way. An electrode was 168 considered functionally activated if it showed a cluster of time points with a t-statistic sum greater than the 95% 169 of the cluster sums in the null distribution from the surrogate ERPs (Groppe et al., 2011) .
171
Spectral Analysis 172 Event-Related Amplitude Modulation 173 Channel data was temporally convolved with complex Morlet wavelets to obtain the instantaneous spectral 174 components of the signal (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1999) . The wavelet transform was calculated in steps of 2 Hz 175 from 10 to 34 Hz for the beta band and in steps of 5 Hz from 50 to 150 Hz for the gamma band. The modulus 176 of the complex signal, representing the analytical amplitude for each band, was divided into 3.5 s epochs 177 surrounding movement onset (1.5 s pre-movement and 2 s of post-movement).
179
Phase-Amplitude Coupling 180 First, channel data was bandpass filtered using a FIR filter [EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) ] into 0.5 Hz 181 bands from 10 to 34 Hz in 0.5 Hz steps for subsequent phase estimation and into 5 Hz bands from 60 to 400 182 Hz in 5 Hz steps for subsequent amplitude estimation. Second, instantaneous phase and amplitude were 183 estimated using the Hilbert transform. The data was then split into trial epochs as described above and further 184 windowed into 0.1 s non-overlapping windows (35 total windows from -1.5 s to 2 s relative to movement onset).
185
Phase and amplitude was concatenated across trials in each window to create a single continuous phase 186 signal and a single continuous amplitude signal for each electrode across each frequency. The strength of 187 PAC was measured using the Modulation Index (MI) (Tort et al., 2008) calculated with 15 phase bins (24° bin 188 width). We previously demonstrated that the total magnitude of phase-amplitude coupling and the proportion of 189 electrodes recording significant phase-amplitude coupling from high density ECoG strip electrodes fell within 190 the respective ranges for recordings from standard size electrode strips (Kondylis et al., 2016) .
192
Inter-regional Phase-locking 193 Phase-locking value (PLV) measures inter-regional synchrony by quantifying the consistency in phase 194 difference across trials relative to a stimulus (Lachaux et al., 1999) . While both amplitude and phase 195 covariance contribute to classical measures of coherence, PLV relies only on the phase information and is thus 196 agnostic to power covariation. To compute PLV, channel data was temporally convolved with complex Morlet 197 wavelets to obtain the instantaneous spectral components of the signal (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1999) . The 198 wavelet transform was calculated between 10 and 34 Hz in steps of 1 Hz for the beta band and between 60 199 and 115 Hz in steps of 2 Hz for the gamma band. The real and imaginary component of each time-frequency 200 point was divided by the modulus of the vector to generate a signed, unit-length, complex-valued time series.
201
Trial epochs were constructed as above. The PLV between two channels was calculated by taking the 202 modulus of the mean of the complex-valued product of multiplying trial epochs from one channel with the 203 complex conjugate of a second channel. The PLV for frequency band f between sources i and j was defined 207 where N is the number of trials and ϕ represents the phase of the data at the wavelet frequency f for sources i, 208 resulting in a frequency-specific PLV, having a value from [0,1], where 0 represents total phase independence 209 and 1 means that all phase values are equal between the two signals.
211 Event-Related Causality
212
ERC is based on the concept of Granger causality (Granger, 1969) where for signal Y to be considered 213 causally influenced by signal X, knowledge of X's past has to significantly improve the prediction of Y. ERC 214 uses a multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) model that enables estimation of causality in multichannel data in 215 short windows (Ding et al., 2000) . ERC estimates only direct causal influences by using short-time direct 216 Directed Transfer Function (SdDTF) (Korzeniewska et al., 2008) and employs a semiparametric regression 217 model to investigate statistically significant event-related changes in effective connectivity across time 218 (Korzeniewska et al., 2008 (Korzeniewska et al., , 2011 . This family of methods has a specific advantage over other effective 219 connectivity measures, in that it mitigates the effects of volume conduction by minimizing the effect of zero-220 phase-delay conduction, and it has been validated in previous ECoG work (Blinowska et al., 2010; Flinker et 221 al., 2015; Korzeniewska et al., 2011; Nishida et al., 2017) .
223
Briefly, for each subject the signal was bandpassed between 65-115 Hz an FIR filter as implemented in 224 EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) . The signals were then downsampled to 400 Hz and segmented into 225 2048 sample (5.12 s) epochs centered on the cue stimulus, command stimulus and the response time. SdDTF 226 was calculated in short windows of 0.3 s, shifted in time by 0.012 s, for multiple realizations of the 227 same stochastic process (many trials/repetitions of the task). Only channels meeting the channel selection 228 criteria described above were included in the model. Multiple trials or task repetitions from the same subject 229 may be treated as repeated realizations of the same stochastic process which is stationary over short periods.
230
ERC values locked to response onset were statistically tested with a baseline distribution from a 1 second pre-231 cue baseline and Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons. ERC values passing significance were 232 retained in the frequency range of 65-115 Hz for the gamma band and 12-30 Hz for the beta band, normalized 233 within subject and averaged across subjects and anatomical regions. A similar procedure was applied for ERC 234 analysis in the beta frequency band. However, the signal was band-pass filtered between 13-30 Hz and 235 downsampled to 120 Hz. The window used for SdDTF calculation was 0.4 s long and shifted in time by 0.016 236 s. While ERC values for individual subjects represent statistically significant predictions, we tested whether the 237 group showed consistent predictions at similar time periods. A right-sided t-test was used to test if the group 238 ERC values at each time point were significantly above a mean of zero which represents a null hypothesis that 239 there is no consistent ERC prediction at this time point. A false discovery rate of 5% was used to correct for 240 multiple comparisons. Next, we sought to define time periods when ERC predictions in a certain direction were 241 significantly larger. For each of the nine flow directions, a pairwise comparison was performed between every 242 two flows with a mutual node by performing a t-test at every time point whether the mean ERC values for a 243 flow A was significantly different than the ERC values of flow B. A positive t-statistic means that flow A was 244 larger and a negative value means that flow B was larger. A cluster-based permutation procedure was 245 performed to find the significant time periods by randomly assigning individual ERC value to each flow direction 246 and performing the t-test as above a 1000 times to construct a null distribution based on the maximal cluster t-247 statistic. A p-value was assigned to the clusters found in the real data based on their location relative to the null 248 distribution.
250
Correlation with task-related motor performance 251 Trial to trial variability in spectral power or phase-locking can reveal task-related motor performance encoding 252 at a cortical site (Cohen and Cavanagh, 2011) . Therefore, we correlated spectral power at every time-253 frequency point with performance across each trial. Prior to averaging across an ROI for a subject, the 254 correlation values were z-score normalized using a surrogate distribution built by shuffling the trial to 255 performance value mapping 1000 times. We tested the group z-scores against zero using a one-way t-test. To 256 define the significant correlations, we adapted previously described methods for control of multiple 257 comparisons (Smith and Nichols, 2009 ). Briefly, we generated a surrogate distribution by randomly flipping the 258 sign of the time-frequency image for a random number of subjects, effectively substituting that subject with the 259 mean of the surrogate distribution for that subject. We then performed the t-test and repeated this procedure 260 1000 times. This maintained the autocorrelation inherent in the data. Clusters surpassing a p-value of 0.05 261 were considered significant. A similar procedure was performed for PLV but instead we assessed circular-262 linear correlation using (Berens, 2009 )(circ_corrcl.m in the CircStat toolbox) which linearizes the phase 263 difference between two channels into its sine and cosine components and calculates a single correlation 264 coefficient between the phase difference values across trials to all performance values at every time-frequency 265 point. Normalization and statistical significance testing was performed as above.
267
For PAC, the average performance variables for each subject were correlated with the MI values at each 268 phase-amplitude frequency pair using spearman's correlation in each temporal window. To define significant 269 group correlations, the subject mapping of the average performance variables was shuffled 1000 times and 270 correlated to the MI values. The real and surrogate correlations were z-scored to the mean and standard 271 deviation of the surrogate distribution. Each z-score image was thresholded at a z-value corresponding to a p-272 value of 0.05. A p-value was assigned to the clusters of correlation in the real data based on its percentile in 273 the distribution of largest cluster z-score sum in the surrogates. The cluster p-values were finally corrected for 274 the number of time windows with a false discovery rate of 5%.
276
To define epochs of functionally significant correlation in the ERC, the pairing between each subject's task-277 related motor performance variable and ERC time course was randomly shuffled 1000 times. The real 278 correlation and surrogates were z-scored to the mean and standard deviation of the surrogate distribution. The 279 timecourse was thresholded at a z-value corresponding to a p-value of 0.05. The sum of z-values of 280 continuous suprathreshold points were compared to the similar points in the surrogate distribution. A p-value 281 was assigned to the epochs of correlation in the real data based on its location relative to this distribution.
283
Finally, we investigated the effect of disease severity on the measured spectral changes. For each subject, the 284 average z-scored spectral measure at each location was correlated with their respective Unified Parkinson's 285 Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) Part Three total score in the OFF-medication state at every time-frequency 286 point (frequency-frequency point for PAC). The data from the two subjects with bilateral recordings was 287 averaged prior to the correlation and one patient was excluded due to the lack of a UPDRS score. To define 288 significant correlations, the subject mapping of UPDRS scores was shuffled 1000 times to construct a 289 surrogate distribution of correlation values. The real and surrogate correlations were z-scored to the mean and 290 standard deviation of the surrogate distribution. Each z-score image was thresholded at a z-value 291 corresponding to a p-value of 0.05. A p-value was assigned to the clusters of correlation in the real data based 292 on its percentile in the distribution of largest cluster z-score sum in the surrogates. We retained clusters with a 293 corresponding p-value less than 0.05.
295 Statistical Analysis
296
Significance at the group level was assessed using paired cluster-based permutation testing (Maris and 297 Oostenveld, 2007) . For spectral amplitude and PLV, we used a standard resampling technique to construct a 298 surrogate baseline (Voytek et al., 2010) . For spectral amplitude, surrogate trials were constructed by using 299 randomly generated movement onset times to epoch trials as above. Surrogate PLVs were created by shuffling 300 the trials in one channel, thus eliminating the trial dependence between the two channels (Lachaux et al., 301 1999) . This procedure was repeated 1000 times and mean of surrogates was used as the baseline epoch for 302 that channel. The PAC during a 1 s pre-cue baseline was calculated in a similar fashion to trial PAC and used 303 for the permutation testing at the group level. Measures from all the channels within an ROI were averaged on 304 a per subject basis prior to group level statistics.
306
Briefly, a paired t-test was performed at every time-frequency point (phase-amplitude pair for PAC) for both 307 trial amplitude or phase-locking between the real group data and the group surrogate baseline for a given 308 subject (actual baseline for PAC). The resulting t-statistics map was thresholded at a pixel p-value of 0.05. The 309 sum of the t-statistics within the resulting clusters was calculated. The trial and baseline data were shuffled 310 while retaining the subject mapping between trial and baseline and tested again as described for the real data.
311
This procedure was repeated 10000 times to construct a null distribution based on the maximal cluster t-312 statistic found at each permutation. A p-value was assigned to the clusters found in the real data based on 313 their location relative to the null distribution. To account for multiple comparisons concerning the number of 314 ROIs and frequency bands, we applied a Holm-Bonferonni correction (Holm, 1979) and only presented data for 315 significant clusters after correction. For the windowed PAC clusters, only clusters with a p-value < 0.05 after a 316 false discovery rate of 5% correction for multiple comparisons were retained. Event timings for significant 317 changes were based on the temporal bounds of the significant clusters.
319 Results
321
Motor Performance 322 Ten subjects with PD were studied, 3 of whom performed the task during recording in both hemispheres, 323 resulting in 13 total hemispheric recordings. The subjects' motor performance fell within the previously 324 published performance range of a partially overlapping (n=3) cohort of subjects performing the same task, 325 whose measures of motor performance we previously reported to not differ from that of subjects with either 326 essential tremor or no movement disorder, in terms of reaction time (t-stat=1.8, p-value=0.08), time-to-peak (t-327 stat=1.4, p-value=0.18) and peak force (t-stat=0.03, p-value=0.97) (Kondylis et al., 2016) . The average 328 movement duration, defined as the period from force inflection to return to baseline, was 1340ms ± 238ms 329 (mean ± std). The evolution of force generation was stereotyped within subjects across trials, reaching peak 330 force at an average of 630 ± 210ms (mean ± std) in relation to movement onset, and returning to baseline on 331 average at 1340ms ± 238ms (mean ± std).
333
Event-related potentials (ERPs) coincident with the time of movement onset were calculated for all electrode 334 recording channels and this independent measure of neural activation was used to select channels of interest 335 for further analyses (Fig. 1 ). Twelve out of the thirteen ECoG recordings (9/10 subjects) showed a significant 336 ERP response in both M1 and S1 gyri (1-3 contacts per region) with reversal of the ERP polarity indicating 337 electrode locations on either side of the central sulcus in each case. In the remaining subject, no contacts were 338 localized to S1, but a significant ERP response was found in contacts overlying M1. In the STN, at least one 339 bipolar pair with a significant ERP response was found in 12 of 13 recordings, and the bipolar contact with the 340 largest ERP for each subject was selected for further analysis. The one recording that lacked an ERP 341 response in the STN was excluded from further analysis. 
356
We found that movement was preceded by beta desynchronization across the motor circuit involving M1, S1 357 and the STN that was followed by an increase in gamma activity centered around movement (Brittain et al., 358 2014; Brown et al., 2001; Crone et al., 1998a Crone et al., , 1998b . Group-level analysis of spectral power changes during 359 motor planning and execution, demonstrated a common pattern of beta power modulation in each region. An 360 early decrease in power began prior to movement onset and persisted throughout the movement epoch. This 361 movement-related beta desynchronization appeared in close temporal fashion across locations, at -953ms 362 (M1) (cluster bounds: -953 to 805 ms/10-35Hz, cluster p-value 5e -5 ), -937ms (STN) (cluster bounds: -937 to 363 952 ms/10-35 Hz, cluster p-value 5e -5 ) and -826ms (S1) (cluster bounds: -826 to 979 ms/10-25Hz, cluster p-364 value 5e -5 ). In all 3 regions, beta band power rebounded around the time of movement termination, at 365 +1157ms (STN) (cluster bounds: +1157 to 2000 ms/12-35 Hz, cluster p-value 0.0031), +1384ms (S1) (cluster 366 bounds: +1384 to 2000ms/10-35Hz, cluster p-value 0.015), and +1479ms (M1) (cluster bounds: +1479 to 2000 367 ms, cluster p-value 0.031). Gamma modulation also occurred in each region, including S1. A circuit-wide 368 increase in amplitude occurred in the immediate peri-movement period at -163ms (M1) (cluster bounds: -163 to 369 552 ms/ 65-150Hz, cluster p-value 0.0001), -105ms (S1) (cluster bounds: -105 to 721 ms/60-150Hz, cluster p-370 value 0.0012), and +250ms (STN) (cluster bounds: +250 to 459 ms/60-100Hz, cluster p-value 0.004). Changes 371 in gamma activity spanned a broadband range in both cortical areas, while that in the STN occurred 372 predominantly in a narrow band centered at 75 Hz (based on the weighted centroid of the cluster), as 373 previously described for the basal ganglia (Jenkinson et al., 2013) , with less modulation in broadband gamma 374 (Fig. 2) .
376
We next investigated phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) in each brain region. Both cortical regions (M1 and S1) 377 exhibited baseline coupling of the phase of beta oscillations to the gamma amplitude from 60-200Hz, while the 378 STN exhibited significant PAC only between 250-400Hz. Movement-related phase-amplitude decoupling was 379 also seen, slightly preceding movement-related beta desynchronization across the network. A significant 380 decrease in PAC prior to movement was observed in each region, first in S1 (-1100ms), followed by the STN (-381 1000ms) and M1 (-900ms). Similar to beta power changes near movement termination, a rebound 382 phenomenon for PAC was observed across the entire network, first observed in the STN (+1200ms), followed 383 by M1 (+1300ms), and S1 (+1800ms) ( Supp Fig.2) . Epochs of PAC that primarily involved phase coupling to 384 low-beta frequencies were observed near movement termination, prior to rebound of baseline PAC, in both M1 385 and S1, a relationship that was not evident for the STN, which exhibited clusters of re-emerging PAC during 386 movement itself. Phase-amplitude decoupling was observed prior to beta desynchronization, precluding the 387 possibility that phase estimation accuracy was affected by low signal-to-noise ratio from loss of beta power, 388 similar to previously reported findings (Kondylis et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2012) . Thus, M1, S1 and STN 389 exhibited movement-related decreases in PAC, though the specific frequencies within the gamma band to 390 which beta phase was coupled were different between these locations. 391 392 Inter-regional Phase-locking 393 We next examined whether concurrent movement-related amplitude and PAC changes were associated with 394 interregional phase-locking between these three brain regions. With respect to beta activity, prior to movement, 395 M1 exhibited epochs of significant beta phase-locking to both S1 (cluster bounds: -1500 to -1095 ms/10-35Hz, 396 cluster p-value:<0.001) (Supp Fig2.A) and the STN (-1400ms) (Fig. 2) . Moreover, M1 beta phase-locking to the 397 STN showed two patterns of synchronization: phase locking to low-beta (centered at 13Hz) and a separate 398 cluster of phase locking to high-beta (centered at 26Hz). The low-beta cluster was sustained from (cluster 399 bounds: -1400ms to -450ms/ 10-16Hz, cluster p-value: 0.00075) while the high-beta cluster persisted for a 400 shorter period of synchronization, from -1054ms to -740ms (cluster bounds: -1054 to -1191ms, -855 to -401 740ms/19-33Hz, 16-33Hz, cluster p-values: 0.02, 0.00055 respectively). A rebound phenomenon was 402 observed across the entire network (M1 to S1: 870 to 2000 ms/10-35Hz, cluster p-value:<0.001; STN to S1: 403 +1052 to 1747 ms/11-28Hz, cluster p-value:<0.01), with the M1 to STN beta phase-locking again exhibiting 404 both a high beta cluster (1053 to 1191 ms/14-33Hz, cluster p-value:0.0036) and a low-beta cluster (1576 to cluster-based permutation test was used to define clusters of significant power changes (panels 1,3 and 5) across 411 subjects marked by a black border for significant increases and a red border for significant decreases. Significant 412 functional coupling as measured by interregional phase-locking was define in a similar fashion (panels 2 and 4) with only 413 significant clusters being plotted. Dotted line represents movement onset.
415
Examining phase-locking in the gamma band, we found that phase-locking of STN to M1 and S1 bracketed 416 movement onset and termination (Fig. 2) . In the peri-movement period, brief phase-locking in the gamma band 417 centered at 68Hz was observed between M1 and the STN (cluster bounds: -45 to 38 ms/60-92Hz, cluster p-418 value:0.002) that was followed by M1-S1 phase-locking centered at 88Hz (cluster bounds: 34 to 390 ms/60-419 115Hz, cluster p-value <0.01 corrected). Near movement termination, brief gamma phase-locking again was 420 observed, between S1 and the STN centered at 92Hz (cluster bounds: 926 to 960 ms/62-115Hz, cluster p-421 value 0.0037) and M1 to S1 centered at 89Hz (cluster bounds: 1025 to 1496 ms/60-115Hz, cluster p-value 422 <0.01 corrected). Although these gamma phase-locking results theoretically could result from an artifact 423 resulting from increased signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the gamma band, the epoch of movement-related of 424 gamma phase-locking, preceded the epoch in which a significant gamma amplitude increase occurred.
425
Similarly, the phase-locking between S1 and M1 was similar in both epochs despite a difference in SNR. Thus, 426 STN gamma phase is coordinated with that of M1 in relation to movement onset and is correlated with that in 427 S1 in relation to movement termination.
429 Event-Related Causality (ERC)
430
We next determined the directionality of neural activity propagation between the STN and both M1 and S1 431 during different movement periods, using ERC. The ERC method estimates the causal influences (in a 432 statistical sense) between networked brain regions. We used ERC to estimate the direction, intensity and 433 temporal course of propagation for either beta or gamma activity between M1, S1 and the STN, compared to 434 causal interactions during baseline. Statistically significant causal interactions were found across the temporal 435 course of movement planning and execution, as might be expected when assaying connectivity across nodes 436 of a loop circuit. To better describe these interactions, we defined four time periods based on the average 437 times our subjects moved: a motor planning period prior to movement, an early movement period from initiation 438 (time zero) until reaching peak force, a late movement period from peak force until movement termination, and 439 a termination period.
441
Both gamma and beta band activity showed significant causal interactions between all tested locations. M1 442 and S1 showed significant bidirectional causal interactions in the gamma band throughout the entire trial 443 epoch. Gamma propagation from M1 to S1 peaked at +264ms while gamma propagation from S1 to M1 444 peaked at +672ms, coinciding with peak movement. No significant difference in ERC magnitude was detected 445 between the two causal directions. Although M1 and STN also showed significant bidirectional causal 446 interactions, they were limited to the motor planning period and early movement and briefly during movement 447 termination. On the other hand, S1 and STN gamma band interactions were more heterogeneous (Supp Fig.5 ).
448
Comparing significant pairwise interactions, we observed several important patterns. During movement 449 preparation, the strongest propagation in gamma activity was observed from STN to S1 (STN to S1 vs STN to 450 M1: -1008 to -684ms, cluster p-value: 0.048) (Fig. 3A ) (STN to S1 vs S1 to STN: -936 to -540ms, cluster p-451 value: 0.026) (Fig.3B) , and subsequently from S1 to M1 (-804 to -468 ms) (S1 to M1 vs S1 to STN: -804 to -452 468ms, cluster p-value: 0.029) (Fig. 3C) . No causal gamma interactions dominated during the movement 453 epochs. Movement termination was associated with gamma propagation from M1 to STN (M1 to STN vs M1 to 454 S1: 1668 to 2000ms, cluster p-value: 0.016) (Fig. 3D ).
456
In the beta frequency range, the strongest causal interactions were observed between M1 and the STN, in 457 contrasting patterns. M1 beta activity predicted that in S1 and the STN during movement preparation and again 458 during late movement and termination, but exhibited minimal interactions during movement execution. Beta 459 activity in the STN was predictive of that in M1 and S1 during periods of preparation and early movement, with 460 no outflow interactions near movement termination. S1 beta activity only minimally predicted that in M1 and 461 STN, mainly around movement termination (Supp Fig.4) . When comparing the pairwise interactions, we 462 observed the following patterns: during movement preparation and early movement, beta activity in the STN 463 most strongly predicted that in S1 than the reciprocal direction (STN to S1 vs S1 to STN: -828 to -300ms and -464 124 to 596ms, cluster p-value: 0.0025, <0.001) (Fig. 4A) , and even more than M1 (STN to S1 vs STN to M1: -465 844 to -284ms and -76 to 324ms, cluster p-value: 0.012, 0.03) (Fig. 4B ). During movement, S1 received more 466 predictive beta information from the STN than from M1(STN to S1 vs M1 to S1: -252 to 404ms, cluster p-value: 467 0.038), while at termination, beta information from M1 was most predictive of that in S1 (STN to S1 vs S1 to 468 STN: 1364 to 1700ms, cluster p-value: 0.004) (Fig. 4C ). performed between related causal interactions in the gamma band using a t-test at every time point with the t-statistic 475 plotted as a time course. Significant periods were defined using cluster-based permutation testing; clusters with a p-value 476 less 0.05 compared to a surrogate distribution are marked with gray. During movement planning, three interaction pairs 477 exhibited significant difference STN→ S1 vs STN→M1 (A), STN→ S1 vs S1→STN (B), and S1→ M1 vs S1→STN (C).
478
Movement termination exhibited a significant interaction difference between M1→ STN vs M1→S1 (D). The causal 479 interactions tested are represented with the arrows on the brain schematic. The color of the arrow corresponds to the area 480 of origin of the causal interaction, and the size depicts the strength of the interaction. 481 482 483 484 Figure 4. Event-related causal interactions in the beta band (13-30 Hz) . Pairwise comparisons were performed 485 between related causal interactions in the beta band using a t-test at every time point with the t-statistic plotted as a time 486 course. Significant periods were defined using cluster-based permutation testing; clusters with a p-value less 0.05 487 compared to a surrogate distribution are marked with gray. During movement planning and movement execution, two 488 interaction pairs exhibited significant differences, both involving the STN: STN→ S1 vs S1→STN (A), STN→ S1 vs 489 STN→M1 (B). One interaction pair STN→ S1 vs M1→S1 (C) exhibited contrasting behavior with larger STN→ S1 flow 490 during movement execution (C, 1) followed by larger M1→S1 during movement termination (C, 2) . The causal interactions 491 tested are represented with the arrows on the brain schematic. The color of the arrow corresponds to the area of origin of 492 the causal interaction, and the size depicts the strength of the interaction.
494
Encoding of Task-Related Motor Performance
495
We next determined the extent to which specific features of force generation were encoded in the observed 496 spectral changes. We analyzed four motor performance variables: 1) reaction time, the time between the 497 command stimulus and the force inflection point; 2) peak force, the maximum force generated in a trial, 498 normalized to the session maximum force; 3) peak yank, the maximum of the first differential of the force trace; 499 and 4) peak tug, the maximum of the second differential of the force trace. We found correlations with power 500 and phase based on per patient trial-to-trial variations that are averaged across the cohort, and correlations 501 with PAC and ERC based on cross-subject correlation (note that these measure lack per-trial values). The 502 results are detailed in Table 2 .
504
Reaction time 505
In the motor planning period, a greater magnitude of beta power in each region, M1, S1 and the STN, 506 correlated with slower reaction time (Fig. 5A ). As expected, gamma power exhibited a contrasting relationship, 507 with greater M1 gamma power in the pre-movement epoch correlated with faster reaction time. Notably, the 508 magnitude of the influence of STN gamma on M1 gamma, prior to movement, was correlated with faster 509 reaction time. A greater magnitude of STN gamma, itself, however, was correlated to slower reaction time, 510 during the early movement period.
512 Peak Force and Yank
513
In the motor planning period, PAC in M1 and STN were correlated inversely with peak force (Fig. 5B) . The 514 strength of M1 beta influence on STN beta activity during this period was correlated with greater peak force.
515
During early movement, M1 beta power itself was correlated with less peak force, while M1 gamma power was 516 correlated with greater peak force. Similarly, the magnitude of STN gamma was correlated with greater peak 517 force, and STN PAC was correlated with less peak force. In the termination epoch, STN gamma again was 518 correlated with the prior generation of higher peak force. M1 influence on STN beta activity in this period was 519 positively correlated with the prior generation of both peak force and peak yank (Fig. 5B ).
521
Peak Tug
522
Interesting dynamics between activity in the STN and S1 were observed in relation to the tug (rate of change in 523 the force per time (yank) measure) ( Fig. 5D ). STN gamma in the motor planning period was correlated with 524 greater peak tug. STN influence on S1 beta activity during this period also was correlated with greater peak 525 tug. During early movement, S1 gamma power correlated with greater peak tug. Near movement termination, 526 the strength of STN influence on S1 gamma was correlated to the prior presence of greater peak tug. 527 20 528 529 Figure 5 . Temporal encoding of force transduction across the network. Group-level, spectral feature-specific 530 epochs exhibiting significant correlation between reaction time (A), peak force (B), peak yank (C) and peak tug (D) are 531 indicated using color bars, preceded by vertical lines intersecting the start time of the statistically significant correlation, on 532 the mean force trace across all subjects (shaded area = 95% confidence interval, BBG = broad band gamma, NBG = 533 narrow band gamma).
535 Correlation with Parkinson's Severity
536
Finally, we assessed the relationship of each of the spectral measures to disease severity. ERC measures in 537 the beta band were the only values found to be significantly correlated to the Unified Parkinson's Disease
538
Rating Scale (UPDRS) Part 3 score in the OFF-medication state (Fig 6) . Specifically, the strength of 539 bidirectional interactions between STN and S1 during the motor planning epoch were negatively correlated 540 with the UPDRS score. During early movement, the strength of beta propagation from M1 to S1 was correlated 541 inversely with UPDRS score. Finally, stronger beta propagation from S1 to STN during movement termination 542 was correlated with lower UPDRS scores. 543 544 545 Figure 6 . Event-related interactions with significant correlations to UPDRS score. A cluster-permutation 546 test was used to define epochs of significant correlation between an interregional causal interaction and UPDRS scores.
547
Scatter plots show the UPDRS scores for each subject and the mean ERC flow value during significant epochs. The 548 plotted line is the least square line fitted to the data. The average cluster Spearman rho value and p-value of the cluster 549 are represented for each interaction.
550
Discussion
551
We employed intracranial recordings within the cortical-subthalamic network to determine the timing and 552 causal nature of LFP interactions that encode features of force generation. The results provide the first 553 evidence from humans that STN gamma activity can predict activity in the cortex both prior to and during 554 movement, consistent with the idea that the STN participates in both motor planning and execution.
555
Additionally, we demonstrated that S1 plays a significant role in this process, as the STN exhibited distinct 556 interactions with sensory cortex that were specific to certain movement periods and features. Beta interactions 557 between STN and S1, but not M1, predicted disease severity, demonstrating the importance of subcortical 558 integration of sensory information in movement encoding.
560
Motor Planning
561
The STN has been proposed to have a role in motor planning, for instance in preventing or stopping an action, 562 including inhibiting responses during the computation of a decision threshold (Fischer et al., 2017; Herz et al., 563 2016) . For example, gamma power and decreases in STN-cortical synchrony have been correlated with 564 successful stopping action (Fischer et al., 2017) , and trial-wise variation in delta-theta oscillatory activity in the 565 STN has been suggested to reflect decision thresholds (Herz et al., 2016) . Our use of ERC did reveal that STN 566 activity prior to movement onset contained some information about subsequent force generation. First, the 567 strength of the influence of STN gamma on M1 gamma, in the ~600ms epoch prior to movement, was 568 correlated with faster reaction times. Second, the strength of the influence of STN beta activity on S1 beta 569 activity, in the ~300ms prior to movement, correlated with tug (the rate of change in applied force per unit 570 time). Neither of these results, however, is consistent with the idea that the STN puts a "hold" on cortical action 571 signals (Alegre et al., 2013; Aron and Poldrack, 2006) , although they also do not preclude the STN 572 participating in suppressing an already initiated manual response (No-Go trials in this cohort were not analyzed 573 due to insufficient trial number). Our findings better align with the idea that STN gamma activity reflects 574 dynamic processing that supports flexible motor control (Fischer et al., 2017) . Although pre-movement beta 575 power and PAC in the STN were correlated with slower reaction times and less peak force generation, we 576 interpret this finding as an indication that excessive beta-range oscillatory activity throughout the network 577 represents a burden of maintenance activity that must be overcome for movement initiation (Miller et al., 2012) , 578 since pre-movement M1 and S1 beta power also were each correlated with slower reaction times and the 579 strength of M1 PAC was negatively correlated with peak force.
581 Movement Facilitation
582
Movement-related information transfer may occur through increased gamma synchrony that emerges as the 583 neuronal populations are released from beta entrainment. Recent work supports a model in which cortical beta 584 originates from bursts of synchronous synaptic drivers (Sherman et al., 2016) , where the strength of this 585 synchrony is reflected in the waveform properties of the LFP, and increased synchrony lads to non-sinusoidal 586 beta waves, indexed by increased apparent PAC (Cole et al., 2017) . The exaggerated PAC seen in PD, 587 therefore, may index over synchronization of M1 input, in which cortical processing is hijacked, hampering 588 information flow (Cole et al., 2017) . Consistent with this model, we observed that when beta synchrony and 589 PAC decrease prior to movement, gamma phase synchrony and the ability of STN gamma activity to predict 590 M1/S1 gamma activity increases, prior to movement onset. Similarly, we previously reported that the pattern of 591 STN spike to cortical phase-locking often is modulated before movement (Lipski et al., 2017) .
593
The switch from the resting beta-dominant state to the pro-kinetic gamma-dominant state was marked by a 594 switch from bidirectional causal influence between M1 and STN beta activity (Fig. 4A) to a unidirectional 595 influence of STN beta on cortex, just prior to movement onset (Fig. 4B) . The loss of the ability of M1 activity to 596 predict STN activity may be an indication that the predominant input to the STN at this point is not M1, but 597 more likely premotor cortical regions, either via hyperdirect cortical afferents or through the striatal indirect 598 pathway. STN-M1 oscillatory phase alignment in the high-beta range preceded both the onset and offset of 599 movement-related desynchronization. Bracketing of the movement period by coordinated activity between the 600 cortex (M1 and S1) and STN also was evident in the gamma frequency range. STN gamma phase-locking that 601 was specific to M1 followed STN-M1 beta phase-locking and preceded movement initiation. STN gamma 602 phase-locking then preceded the rebound of STN-M1 beta phase-locking and movement termination, but was 603 specific to S1, suggesting that interactions between the STN and S1 are important for stopping an ongoing 604 movement.
606
Furthermore, our data demonstrate that narrow band gamma oscillations are used to coordinate not only 607 primary motor and subcortical activity (Litvak et al., 2012) , but also sensory cortical and subcortical 608 interactions. Across the entire cohort gamma power increases preceded movement in M1 and S1, but occurred 609 after movement onset in the STN, consistent with the idea that the basal ganglia modulate ongoing movements 610 (Mazzoni et al., 2007) (Turner and Desmurget, 2010) . We showed that movement is supported by coherent 611 narrow band gamma rhythms across each region in the circuit, which were associated with bidirectional causal 612 interactions between each node. Our findings suggest that online adjustment of motor plan execution is 613 supported by both cortical-cortical and cortical-subcortical feedback through these narrow band gamma 614 rhythms, in line with previous data suggesting their role in facilitating cognitive processing in connected 615 systems (Bosman et al., 2012; Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; Litvak et al., 2012; Montgomery and Buzsáki, 2007;  616 Roberts et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2008; Womelsdorf et al., 2006) .
618
Our approach additionally revealed that gamma power in the STN also encodes force, in the same temporal 619 window as M1 gamma. The magnitude of STN gamma power near the time of peak force, and the strength of 620 the gamma causal interactions from STN to M1, also positively scaled with reaction time, consistent with the 621 pro-kinetic properties of this narrow band gamma oscillation in the motor circuit (Jenkinson et al., 2013) .
622
Previous reports exploring evidence for human STN contributions to movement gain that showed only trends 623 (Tan et al., 2013) or the requirement of auditory cues (Anzak et al., 2012) relied on calculating the average 624 power change rather than the trial-to-trial variability reflected in our analyses.
626 Somatosensory Integration
627
Traditional models of basal ganglia-cortical loop function do not address the role of primary sensory cortex in 628 cortical-subcortical communication. The gating and conversion of sensory information into a form relevant for 629 guiding movement, however, is one mechanism through which the basal ganglia may participate in motor 630 control (Lidsky et al., 1985) . Somatosensory cortex projects to the striatum in nonhuman primates (Flaherty 631 and Graybiel, 1991 , 1993 , although only in rodents has the STN been reported to receive direct primary 632 somatosensory inputs (Canteras et al., 1990) . The high spatiotemporal resolution of ECoG allowed us to 633 demonstrate the independent contributions of interactions with sensory cortex to the encoding of movement 634 features. During the pre-movement epoch, both beta and gamma activity propagated from the STN to S1. S1 635 interactions were correlated with greater peak tug, indicating critical time points when sensory cortex 636 participates in the scaling of movement. Positive correlations also were observed between the magnitude of S1 637 gamma power and both yank and tug in the early-movement period. ERC revealed that S1 likely influences 638 STN activity indirectly, following the integration of sensory information in M1, consistent with studies of beta 639 band interactions during static limb position that suggest S1 to M1 propagation (Brovelli et al., 2004; Witham et 640 al., 2010) and SMA/M1 to STN causal influence (Lalo et al., 2008; Litvak et al., 2011 Litvak et al., , 2012 Oswal et al., 2016;  641 Williams et al., 2002) . Recent evidence that spike firing in the STN is entrained to S1 LFPs (Lipski et al., 2017) 642 further supports the presence of functional connectivity between the two regions.
644
Of all the spectral measures analyzed in this data set, only ERC measures in the beta band were significantly 645 correlated to PD motor symptom severity in the OFF-medication state. Motor symptoms were associated with: 646 1. the magnitude of bidirectional interactions between STN and S1 during the motor planning period, 2. the 647 magnitude of beta activity propagation from M1 to S1 during early movement, and 3. the magnitude of beta 648 activity propagation from S1 to STN during movement termination. These results support the concept that 649 abnormal sensory integration underlies some PD symptoms (Abbruzzese and Berardelli, 2003) .
651 Conclusions
652
This study provides the first evidence from humans that STN gamma activity can predict activity in the cortex 653 both prior to and during movement. In addition, we utilized a novel combination of technical and computational 654 methods to demonstrate that STN activity is associated with the facilitation of force transduction, that the STN 655 participates in somatosensory integration, and that interactions between the STN and somatosensory cortex 656 predict PD symptom severity. These findings have important implications for understanding basal ganglia-657 cortical circuit disorders and designing novel therapeutic brain stimulation strategies.
658 
